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DETAILED ACTION

Continued Examination Under 37 CFR 1.114

1 . A request for continued examination under 37 CFR 1.114, including tlie fee set

fortli in 37 CFR 1 .17(e), was filed in this application after final rejection. Since this

application is eligible for continued examination under 37 CFR 1.114, and the fee set

forth in 37 CFR 1 .17(e) has been timely paid, the finality of the previous Office action

has been withdrawn pursuant to 37 CFR 1.114. Applicant's submission filed on June

19, 2008 has been entered.

Response to Amendment

2. This Office Action is responsive to Applicant's remarks received on June 19,

2008. Claims 1-8 remain pending.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

3. The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 1 03(a) which forms the basis for all

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action:
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(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or deschbed as set

forth in section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and

the phor art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the

invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains.

Patentability shall not be negatived by the manner in which the invention was made.

4. Claims 1 and 6-8 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable

over the combination of Tachibana et al. (US 2001/0053246), Weast (US 6,931,151)

and Inoue et al. (US 6,128,407).

Regarding claim 1, Tachibana et al. discloses a document processing apparatus

(figure 1 , numeral 30; "application for displaying or editing a document" at paragraph

0029, line 4) comprising:

a determination unit (figure 1 , numeral 33) that determines at least some of a

plurality of colors of an area contained in input document data as a determined color

group (figure 4, numeral S420; "pre-processing for specifying the target color to be

converted with predetermined range" at paragraph 0044, line 9);

a retrieval unit (figure 1 , numeral 33) that determines a set of the colors

contained in the determined color group as a confusion color set based on confusion

color information defined in association with color blindness of a human being in a

predetermined color component space ("a color that a user whose color vision is

impaired can not easily discriminate is specified in advance as a target color to be

converted" at paragraph 0049, line 1); and

a processor (figure 2, numeral 203) that performs a predetermined process for

portions of the colors contained in the confusion color set determined by the retrieval
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unit in the input document data ("pre-processing required for the succeeding color

conversion is performed" at paragraph 0049, line 4).

Tachibana et al. does not disclose that the retrieval unit determines an

association between the colors in the determined color group based on one or more

criteria and determines the confusion color set based on the association.

Weast teaches a system and method in the same field of endeavor of modifying

color content for color blind individuals ("color blind systems and more particularly to

filtering graphics to enable color-blind viewing" at col. 1, line 9) comprising:

a retrieval unit (figure 1 , numeral 14) that determines an association between the

colors ("analysis of shade properties could indicate a grouping of two or more distinct

colors arranged such that a color-blind person would be unable to detect the presence

of two separate shades" at col. 6, line 48) in the determined color group ("computer

graphics content" at col. 2, line 48) based on one or more criteria ("shade properties" at

col. 6, line 48; "grouping" at col. 6, line 48), determines a set of the colors contained in

the determined color group as a confusion color set ("problematic graphics content" at

col. 2, line 50) based on the association and confusion color information defined in

connection with color blindness of a human being in a predetermined color component

space ("predefined color profiles that identify which graphics may be problematic for

color challenged users" at col. 2, line 48).

It would have been obvious at the time the invention was made to one of ordinary

skill in the art to utilize the color-blind filter of Weast to determine the confusion set of
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Tachibana et al. to modify only "selected graphics data into color corrected data suitable

for a visually challenged viewer" (Weast at col. 5, line 49).

The Tachibana et al. and Weast combination does not disclose that the

determination unit determines whether the area has a predetermined reference area or

larger based on a histogram of the colors.

Inoue et al. teaches an apparatus in the same field of endeavor of color image

processing ("image processing system for executing color conversion for input color

image data so that the color image data falls within the color reproduction range of an

output device" at col. 1 , line 7) comprising:

a determination unit (figure 30, numeral 9) that determines at least some of a

plurality of colors of an area contained in input data as a determined color group (figure

31 ,
grouping at bottom of the figure), wherein the determination unit determines whether

the area has a predetermined reference area or larger based on a histogram of the

colors ("division position areas adjacent to each other up and down, left and right, and

slantingly are collected as a position group based on the histograms for the division

position areas in each division color area" at col. 42, line 63; "division position areas are

A and B" at col. 43, line 3; "A>th2 and B>th2" at col. 43, line 8; "threshold values th1-th3

may be preset" at col. 27, line 48).

It would have been obvious at the time the invention was made to one of ordinary

skill in the art to utilize the color group processing of Inoue et al. to identify the

determined color group of the Tachibana et al. and Weast combination to incorporate
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the local spatial color contrast of the image data into deciding on further processing,

thereby avoiding the problem of creating further color issues for the user (see Inoue at

col. 41, lines 54-67 and col. 2, lines 1-21).

Regarding claim 8, the Tachibana et al., Weast, and Inoue et al. combination

discloses a method as performed by the apparatus as described in the claim 1 rejection

above.

Regarding claim 6, the Tachibana et al., Weast and Inoue et al. combination

discloses that the predetermined color component space contains a lightness

component of each of the colors in the determined color group ("maximum luminance is

set for a pertinent color (by setting the color elements to 0 or 255)" Tachibana et al. at

paragraph 0051, line 2).

The Tachibana et al., Weast and Inoue et al. combination does not disclose that

the retrieval unit removes an attention color from the confusion color set when the

attention color contained in one of the confusion color set and other one or more colors

contained in the confusion set differ in lightness on color vision characteristics of a

human being.

Weast teaches a system wherein the retrieval unit removes an attention color

from the confusion color set ("content is not problematic for color-blind users (step 508),

no modifications are made" at col. 9, line 48) when the attention color contained in the

confusion color set and other one or more colors contained in the confusion color set

differ in lightness on color vision characteristics of a human being ("analysis of shade

properties could indicate a grouping of two or more distinct colors arranged such that a
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color-bind person would be unable to detect the presence of two separate shades" at

col. 6, line 47).

It would have been obvious at the time the invention was made to one of ordinary

skill in the art to utilize the color-blind filter of Weast to determine the confusion set of

the Tachibana et al., Weast and Inoue et al. combination to modify only "selected

graphics data into color corrected data suitable for a visually challenged viewer" (Weast

at col. 5, line 49).

Regarding claim 7, the Tachibana et al., Weast, and Inoue et al. combination

discloses an apparatus wherein

the predetermined color component space contains a lightness component of

each of the colors contained in the determined color group ("maximum luminance is set

for a pertinent color (by setting the color elements to 0 or 255)" Tachibana et al. at

paragraph 0051 , line 2); and

the retrieval unit does not determine whether or not colors of the confusion color

set differ in lightness on the color vision characteristics of a human being are confused

with each other (as the shade properties of the images are evaluated with respect to

predefined color profiles, content that different In luminance would be determined as

unproblematic for a dichromat and therefore be passed over).

5. Claim 2 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over the

combination of Tachibana et al., Weast and Inoue et al.. as applied to claim 1 above,

and further in view of Meyer et al. ("Color-Defective Vision...", IEEE Article).
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The Tachibana et al., Weast, and Inoue et al. combination discloses that the

retrieval unit determines some of the plurality of colors as the confusion color set when

some of the plurality of colors in the determined color group are contained in a

predetermined range (figure 8; "if all the extracted color elements (R, G, B) lie within a

range extending from the maximum to the minimum value of the predetermined color

that was set, the pertinent color Is deemed to be such predetermined color" Tachibana

et al. at paragraph 0048, line 17) defined in the proximity of one attention confusion

color in a confusion color group defined so as to contain confusion colors in color

blindness In the color component space ("color that a user whose color vision Is

Impaired can not easily discriminate is specified in advance as a target color to be

converted" Tachibana et al. at paragraph 0049, line 2).

The Tachibana et al., Weast, and Inoue et al. combination does not disclose that

the attention confusion color Is a confusion color locus In a confusion color locus group.

Meyer et al. teaches a system in the same field of endeavor of modifying color

content for color blind individuals ("introduces the above-mentioned fundamental color

space and shows how it can be used to assist in the design of computer graphics

displays for color-deficient users" at page 1 ,
right column, line 8) wherein the attention

confusion color is a confusion color locus in a confusion color locus group (figures 3, 4,

5).

It would have been obvious at the time the invention was made to one of ordinary

skill in the art for the color profiles of the Tachibana et al., Weast and Inoue et al.

combination to be defined by the confusion loci taught by Meyer et al. as described
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above, to eliminate unnecessary processing by further limiting the criteria of what

constitutes a confusion color.

6. Claim 5 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over the

combination of Tachibana et al., Weast et al. and Inoue et al. as applied to claim 1

above, and further in view of Takamura et al. ("Constructing a Uniform Color Space...",

IEEE Article).

The Tachibana et al., Weast and Inoue et al. combination discloses that the

retrieval unit determines a confusion color set of the colors contained in the determined

color group based on confusion color information in association with color blindness of a

human being as described in the 103 rejection above.

The Tachibana et al., Weast and Inoue et al. combination does not disclose

determining which blocks previously defined in the predetermined color component

space for each of the colors in the determined color group belongs to and determining a

confusion color set based on block-to-block confusion color information associating

blocks confused with each other in color blindness in association with color blindness of

a human being and information of a block to which each of the colors contained in the

determined color group belongs.

Takamura et al. teaches a method in the same field of endeavor of transforming

color spaces ("constructing a uniform color space" at section 1 ,
paragraph 5, line 2) that

determines which of blocks previously defined in the predetermined color component

space (figure 4, triangular segments) for each of the colors contained in the determined
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color group belongs to (figure 4, each MacAdann ellipse contains triangular segments)

and determines a confusion color set ("visually imperceptible color reproduction" at

section 1, paragraph 3, line 2) based on block-to-block confusion color information

associating blocks confused with each other in color blindness in association with color

blindness of a human being (figure 4, defined by the MacAdam ellipses) and information

of the block to which each of the colors contained in the determined color group belongs

(each block has a defined space in the color space).

It would have been obvious at the time the invention was made to one of ordinary

skill in the art for the color profiles of the Tachibana et a!., Weast and Inoue et al.

combination to determine the confusion color set using the color space construction

taught by Takamura as described above, to "reduce the amount of coding bits needed

to make a virtually lossless decoded image" (Takamura, at section 5, paragraph 1, line

6).

7. Claims 3 and 4 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

the combination of Tachibana et al., Weast and Inoue et al. as applied to claim 1 above,

and further in view of Meyer et al. and Oleari ("Uniform-Scale Chromaticity...", Color

Research & Application).

The Tachibana et al., Weast and Inoue et al. combination discloses that the

retrieval unit determines the plurality of colors as a confusion color set when one

attention confusion color in a confusion color group defined so as to contain confusion

colors in color blindness in the color component space passes through the inside of the
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defined nearby area (figure 8; "if all the extracted color elements (R, G, B) lie within a

range extending from the maximum to the minimum value of the predetermined color

that was set, the pertinent color is deemed to be such predetermined color" Tachibana

et al. at paragraph 0048, line 17).

The Tachibana et al., Weast and Inoue et al. combination does not disclose that

the attention confusion color is a confusion color locus in a confusion color locus group.

Meyer et al. teaches a system in the same field of endeavor of modifying color

content for color blind individuals ("introduces the above-mentioned fundamental color

space and shows how It can be used to assist in the design of computer graphics

displays for color-deficient users" at page 1 ,
right column, line 8) wherein the attention

confusion color is a confusion color locus in a confusion color locus group (figures 3, 4,

5).

It would have been obvious at the time the Invention was made to one of ordinary

skill In the art for the color profiles of the Tachibana et al., Weast and Inoue et al.

combination to be defined by the confusion loci taught by Meyer et al. as described

above, to eliminate unnecessary processing by further limiting the criteria of what

constitutes a confusion color.

The Tachibana et al., Weast, Inoue et al. and Meyer et al. combination does not

define a nearby confusion area provided based on the color vision characteristics of a

human being or characteristics of an output medium in the predetermined color

component space for each of the colors in the determined color group and determine a
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confusion color set when one attention confusion color locus passes through an inside

of the defined nearby confusion area.

Oleari defines a nearby confusion area provided based on the color vision

characteristics of a human being or the characteristics of an output medium in the

predetermined color component space for each of the colors contained in the

determined color group ("these ellipses represent one standard deviation in color-

matching at constant luminance" at paragraph 2, line 2) and determines a color

confusion set when one attention confusion color locus passes through the inside of the

defined nearby confusion area (figure 1 and 3).

It would have been obvious at the time the invention was made to one of ordinary

skill in the art to modify the color profiles of the Tachibana et al., Weast, Inoue et al. and

Meyer combination using the MacAdam ellipses taught by Oleari as described above, to

eliminate unnecessary processing by further limiting the criteria of what constitutes a

confusion color.

Response to Arguments

8. Applicant's arguments with respect to claims 1-8 have been considered but are

moot in view of the new ground(s) of rejection.
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Conclusion

9. Any inquiry concerning tliis communication or earlier communications from tine

examiner should be directed to KATRINA FUJITA whose telephone number is

(571 )270-1574. The examiner can normally be reached on M-Th 8-5:30pm, F 8-

4:30pm.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's

supervisor, Vikkram Bali can be reached on (571) 272-7415. The fax phone number for

the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the

Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for

published applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR.

Status information for unpublished applications is available through Private PAIR only.

For more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should

you have questions on access to the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic

Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). If you would like assistance from a

USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automated information

system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA) or 571-272-1000.

/Katrina Fujita/

Examiner, Art Unit 2624

/Vikkram Bali/

Supervisory Patent Examiner, Art Unit 2624


